Adapted from the book by PAUL FLEISCHMAN
Directed by PETER C. BROSIUS
A CHILDREN’S THEATRE COMPANY ORIGINAL PRODUCTION

Run Time: 60 minutes
Best Enjoyed By: 8 and up
Stage: Virtual Performance (filmed by TPT in 2014)
Runs March 8–21

At CTC, our mission is to Educate, Challenge, and Inspire our multigenerational audience. This Audience Resource Guide is just one of the ways through which we aim
to enhance your experience and further your engagement, beyond just seeing the shows on
our stage. Use these articles, conversation starters, and activities both before and after you
watch Last Stop on Market Street!

INSPIRE: Spark conversation with the prompts and activities
below before and after you watch the show!

EDUCATE: Seedfolks, from book to stage!

Seedfolks, the Book
Chat with Author and Playwright, Paul Fleischman
https://www.playscripts.com/blog/2015/08/we-chat-with-paul-fleischman-author-of-seedfolks/

From Seed to Seedfolks
http://www.paulfleischman.net/bio.htm#fromseedtoseedfolks

Seedfolks on Tour
Seedfolks Tour Diary - CTC’s production of “Seedfolks” toured through Nebraska, Minnesota
and New York.Visit this tour diary to read and see its journey.
Seedfolks in South Africa
Final Tour Thoughts from Sonja Parks -

CHALLENGE: Mirror
Objective: This game explores how we can use our bodies to mirror another person.
Directions: Pair up! One person will be the mirror and one person will be the leader.
The leader moves very slowly while the mirror tries to copy exactly what the person is
doing (just like a real mirror would). Encourage everyone to mirror not only body movement but also facial
expression.
Have partners switch roles. Reflect on the experience. What was hard about that activity?
What would make it easier? After reflecting, try it again to see if it is easier this time.

CHALLENGE: Guess Who
Objective: This game is based on the games 20-questions and Guess Who. This is a
great activity to explore characters and test knowledge.
Directions: Write each character on a slip of paper and place them in a hat to pull at
random. Choose one person to be the leader. The leader will choose a slip of paper
from the hat. The rest of the group will ask yes or no questions about the character in
order to guess which Seedfolks character the leader chose. When a player thinks they
know which character the leader has chosen, they can ask the question “Is it (insert the
name)?” If they are incorrect, questions resume. If they are correct, a new leader is chosen.
Once you’ve gotten the hang of it, try adding your favorite characters from other media!

EDUCATE:Transformation
Many of the characters in Seedfolks grow and transform along with the plants in the garden. Describe
the characters at the beginning and then at the end. What changed or transformed? What caused this
change?

INSPIRE: Corkboard Conversations
Use the sticky notes below to review the show. Take a photo of
this page and send it to tickets@childrenstheatre.org to share
with the cast and crew!

My Rating of Seedfolks at
Children’s Theatre Company

